
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 

15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) List down the benefits of GSD.

 b) Mention global scenario of GSD.

 c) Why numerical intelligence is important?

 d) List down the significance of stress 

management.

 e) What is psychological intelligence.

 f) Why personal grooming is important?

 g) Define self management.

 h) List down various techniques to manage 

stress?
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SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 How to prepare a project report? Discuss the 

steps followed in it also.

Q.4 Write a note on market survey and opportunity 

identification.

Q.5 Define entrepreneurship, it's need and it's 

merits also.

Q.6 Discuss the importance of task management 

and various steps followed in it.

Q.7 Write a note on stress and emotions. Mention 

techniques followed to manage them.
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 iii) Discuss on managing self physical.

 iv) Discuss on managing self intellectual 

development.

 v) Discuss importance of note taking.

 vi) Discuss on writing.

 vii) Discuss the different styles of reading.

 viii) Discuss on managing self-psychological.

 ix) Discuss on team related skills.

 x) Discuss on steps followed in problem 

solving.

 xi) Discuss on entrepreneurial support 

system.

 xii) List down consideration in product 

selection.

 xiii) Mention importance of project report.

 xiv) Mention steps followed in market survey.

 xv) Discuss on preliminary project report.
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 i) What is the purpose of reading.

 j) Define team.

 k) Define co-operation.

 l) Mention team related skills.

 m) What is task initiation?

 n) What is task planning?

 o) What is the purpose of DICs.

 p) How to start a small scale industry.

 q) What is opportunity identification?

 r) What is techno-economic feasibility  report.

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 

parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Discuss the local scenario  of GSD.

 ii)  Discuss on knowing self for self 

development.
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